Carpal Bone Mnemonics Spring 2013-11th Edition
(1-30-13)
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Starting on thumb side, proximal row followed with distal row.

Sabertooth Likes To Prowl The Tundra Catching Heroes
(Mike Walters Spg 2011)

Sad Laura Thought Paul Took The Computer Home
(Jessica Bockelmann Spring 2012)

Sad Lilly Talks Panic To Tom’s Combined Holidays
(Tom Zeiss Spg 2009)

Sailors Lost Their Precious Transported Treasures Coming Home.
(Krzysztof Kluзовski Spg 2007)

Sailors Love To Pour Toxins Toward Crazy Hypocrites
(Colleen Fennell Spg 2010)

Saint Louis’s Top Pitchers Top The Cubs Habitually
(Matt O’Neill Spring 2013)

Saldy Loves To Play Tricks To Cause Humor
(Parna Mazumdar Spring 2013)

Sally Left That Package To Tom’s Cousin Hillary
(Radoslaw Janczylo Spring 2013)

Sally Left The Party To Take Carmen Home
(Lauren Brozyna Spg 2010)

Sally Left The Party To Take Cathy Home
(Jennifer Bunag Spg 2007, Elena Petrova, Ramneek Mago, Rita Randazzo Spg 2008 & Mike Petrovic Spg 2011)

Sally Left Todd’s Party To Take Cathy Home.
(Brian DiBasilio Spring 2010)
**Sally Left Tom Prior To Taking Chris Home**  
(Ilene Briner Spg 2010)

**Sally Left Town Planning Travel To Coastal Highways.**  
(Patty Colloeis Spring 2012)

**Sally Licked The Paint. Time To Chain Her**  
(Janet Abramic Spg 2007)

**Sally Liked To Play Tennis To C Him.**  
(Monica Mindak Wtr. 2003)

**Sally Likes Taking Pajamas, To Thunder Charlie's House.**  
(Abida Khandwala Wtr 2005)

**Sally Likes Tea Pots, Tom Takes Cheese Hamburgers.**  
(Nicole Luna Wtr. 2003)

**Sally Likes To Play Table Tennis Creating Havoc.**  
(Bob Klatt Spring 2006)

**Sally Likes To Play The Tiny Chrome Harmonica**  
(Stephanie Beyer & Karen Lawver Spg 2011)

**Sally Likes To Play Try To Catch Her**  
(Lorraine Pickett Spring 2012)

**Sally Likes To Preen Toddler Tommy’s Cute Head**  
(Deb Flemming Spg 2006)

**Sally Likes To Punch Tom The Chowder Head**  
(Mike Brunsting Spring 2006)

**Sally Likes To Push The Toy Car Hard**  
(Beth Kasprowicz Spring 2012)

**Sally Likes To Push Towards Tom Cold Hands**  
(Anna Malska Spring 2006)

**Sally Looks To Perky Try To Catch Her**  
(Maybelle Lozano Spring 2013)

**Sally Loved The Peach Tart That Chris Had.**  
(Jenny Cunningham 2013)

**Sally Loved To Perform To The Crowd Happily.**  
(Jeff Barten, Spring 2013)

**Sally Loves Taking Pies To The Cub’s House**  
(Maybelle Lozano Spring 2013)

**Sally Loves Tom Playing The Trumpet Constantly Harmoniously**  
(Kelly Conrad Spg 2007)
Sally’s Little Truck Pushes Tiny Trees, Crying Hysterically
(Brandi Calvert Spring 2006)

Salon Ladies Take Pesos Tuesdays To Comb Hair
(Brianne Forrest Spring 2012)

Sam Learn To Play The Trombone, Cello, Harp.
(Anna Werner Spring 2013)

Sam Leaves Tomorrow Probably To Take Classical History
(Radoslaw Janczylo Spring 2013)

Sam Led The People To The Clay Hacienda
(Tracy Schutte Spring 2012)

Sam Left To Put The Terrible Cat Home.
(Krzysztof Kluzowski Spg 2007)

Sam Let The Puppies Take Time Coming Home
(Brianne Forrest Spring 2012)

Sam Let Tom Propose To The Crack Hoe
(Mary Kay Holmes Spring 2006)

Sam Liked To Pitch To The Catcher Heaters.
(Jeff Bartien, Spring 2013)

Sam Licked Truffle Pastry To Taste Coffee Hazel.
(Kristina Balniute Spring 2013)

Sam Likes Taking Physical Therapy To Create Healthiness
(Cassie Matz Spring 2006)

Sam Likes Taking Polly To The Cheesy Hotel
(Janet Abram Spring 2007)

Sam Likes Ten Pork Tacos To Curb Hunger
(Meg Fensholt Spg 2010)

Sam Likes Tequila, Putting Tom Totally Craving Havoc.
(Kim Bohlen Wtr. 2003)

Sam Likes That Place That Tim Claimed Horrifying
(Tammie Oliver Spg 2011)

Sam Likes To Party ‘Til They Can’t Hear
(Hilda M. Villalobos Spring 2013)

Sam Likes To Play Ten Tin Cans Horrendously
(Meg Fensholt Spg 2010)
Sam Likes To Play The Tuba, Chello and Harp
(Kelly Kuntzendorf Spring 2013)

Sam Likes To Play, Try To Catch Him
(Kiritkumar Shah Spg 2011)

Sam Likes To Pee Towards The Crabby Hyena
(Janet Abramic Spg 2007)

Sam Likes To Postpone Trips To California Hawaii
(Parna Mazumdar Spring 2013)

Sam Likes To Preach To The Choir, Happily
(Jackie Slater Spg 2010)

Sam Likes To Pull Teeth To Chew Harder
(Anna Malska Spring 2006)

Sam Likes To Punch Tammy’s Tire, Creating Havoc
(Brandi Calvert Spring 2006)

Sam Likes To Push The Toy Car Hard
(Spence Kalinowski Spg 2007, Daly Cholemker Spg 2011 & Lorraine Pickett Spring 2012)

Sam Liked Tracy (Pause) Thinks Tracy Cheats Hourly
(Megan Homerding Spring 2012)

Sam Looked Totally Pleased Trying To Come Home
(Susan Brewster Spg 2011)

Sam Lost The Play To Try Catching Him
(Ilene Briner Spg 2010)

Sam Lost Their Puppy Two Times, Come Home!
(Tom Weisensee Spring 2013)

Sam Love To Play The Triple Crown Horse
(Russell Mosier Spring 2013)

Sam Loves Taking Photos To Treat Cheap Hoes
(Beth Kasprowicz Spring 2012)

Sam Loves The Pink TuTu That Cathy Has.
(Cathy McMillan Wtr. 2003)

Sam Loves The Puffy Things That Cover Her.
(Phillis Albert Spg 2011)

Sam Loves To Play Trumpet, Talk, Candidate Hard
(Kasia Wesolowski Spg 2011)

Sam Loves Tortillini Pasta That The Cook Has.
(Jennifer Seebock Spring 2006)
Sammy Lets The People Touch The Cheetah’s Head (Brian Tegtmeier Spg 2009)

Sammy Likes Tasting Pieces That Touch Chocolate Hearts (Nancy Bingen Spring 2012)

Sammy Likes To Play Totally Tuneless Cello Happily (Danielle Claypool Spg 2009)

Sammy Loves The Party Time That Celebrates Him (Mike Brunsting Spring 2006)

Sammy Loves To Play The Treasure Chase Hunt (Dipa Patel Spg 2011)

Sandwich Lovers Try Peter To Taste Caesar’s Hamburger (Parna Mazumdar Spring 2013)

Sandwich Lovers Try Pizza That Tongue Can’t Handle (Maheswari Joseph Spring 2006)

Santa’s Little Turbo Powerful Tank Truck Climbed Hysterically (Rosa Anaya Spring 2012)

Saint Louis Toppled Philadelphia To Take Credible Honors. (Bob Klatt Spring 2006)

Saint Louis Trains Push Tourists To City Hall (Marwin S. Taba Spg 2010)

Saints Lost The Playoffs Thanks To Cunning Harbaugh (Dave Lykowski Spring 2012)

Samantha’s Lemon Tarts Produces Tasty Treats Created Here (Agata Bielowka Spg 2011)

Sandy Leaps Through Ponds Towards Toads Catching Horseflies (Christina Dutler Spg 2010)

Sandy Let’s Tom Play Till Toby Calls Her. (Jennifer Seebock Spring 2006)

Sandy Loves Teaching Physical Therapy To Create Healthiness (Parna Mazumdar Spring 2013)

Sara Likes To Paint Tiny Turtles Crawling Hurriedly (Lee Hruby Spring 2012)

Sara Likes To Party Till The Cheese Hardens (Cassie Matz Spring 2006)

Sarah Likes To Perform To The Crowd Happily (Philia Albert Spg 2011)
Sara Likes To Pitch To The Catcher Hourly
(M. Tyanne Lumbreras Spring 2006)

Sara Liked To Practice Terribly Tricky Complicated Handstands
(Cheryl Barnett Spg 2007)

Sarah Left Town Promptly Trying To Catch Him
(Susan Brewster Spg 2011)

Sarah Likes To Play Tennis To Cure Headaches
(Brieanne Forrest Spring 2012)

Sarah Likes Toilet Paper To Top Carson’s House
(Susan Brewster Spg 2011)

Sarah Lost Three Previous Triathlons To Carol Hill
(Radoslaw Janczylo Spring 2013)

Saracens Look To Pummel The Thundering Crusader Hospitillers
(Emmanuel C. Sadural Spg 2009)

Sarah Likes To Parade The Tallest Chestnut Horse
(Anne Kleb Spring 2010)

Sarah Likes To Play Touch Tag Counting High
(Amy Schumacher Spring 2009)

Sasha Learned To Pull Tiny Tacks Climbing High
(James Dawson Spg 2009)

Sasquatch Likes The Pretty Trails That Could Happen
(Eric Erickson Spg 2008)

Sassy Lucy Told People That The Chorus Hollered
(Anne Kleb Spring 2010)

Sassy Lucy Tried Pink Towel To Clean House
(Sampada Thatte Spring 2012)

Saturday’s Lottery Ticket Possibly Toppled This Chick’s Hopes
(Jessica Bockelmann Spring 2012)

Save Lots To Purchase The Top Car Hybrid
(Liz Dillmann Spring 2012)

Say Lunatic, The People Touch The Cable Heated
(Sandy Rafols Spg 2007)

Scaffold Leaning Tower Pisa To Trap Capitan Hammurabi
(Emmanuel C. Sadural Spg 2009)

Scandinavians Lick Tasty Punch Then They Crash Hard
(Nancy Bingen Spring 2012)
Scared Ladies Try Performing Tactics To Cure Horrors
(Christine Borchardt Spg 2011)

Scared Lovers Try Positions That They Can't Handle
(Sandy Rafols Spg 2007 & Mike Petrovic Spg 2011)

Scary Lions Throw People, Thinking This Could Hurt
(Colleen Fennell Spg 2010)

Scary Loud Thunder Pound The Top Chimney Hard
(Nancy Bingen Spring 2012)

Scary Little Tykes Play Tough Together Catching Hippos
(Tami Wieringa Spg 2010)

Schizophrenic Leonard Traveled Pointing To Tall Cathedral Hall
(Kasia Wesolowski Spg 2011)

Schmidt Likes Teaching People The Tiny Carpal Highlights
(Mary Kay Holmes Spring 2006)

Schmidt Likes To Play The Tiny Chrome Harmonica
(Lee McComb Spring 2013)

School Lasts Till People Triumphanty Terminate Clinical Hours
(Allison Huerta Spring 2006)

Scott Likes Taking Potatoes To The Cruz's House
(Maybelle Lozano Spring 2013)

Scott Likes To Plan Trips To Chicago Harbor
(Karen Doden Spg 2007)

Scott Loves Taking Pictures Through The Camera Hole
(Tami Wieringa Spg 2010)

Scottish Lads Take People To The Caledonian Hotel
(Brittan Baaske Spg 2011)

Scottish Lads Take Prostitutes To The Caledonian Hotel
(Anglee Jahn Spg 2009 & Stephanie Beyer Spg 2011)

Scottish Lovers Took Petunias To The Cute Hotel
(Shital Baman Spg 2010)

Scouts Like Taking Popcorn To The Camping Hill
(Kirtikumar Shah Spg 2011)

Screw Love, The Popeye’s Typically Takes Cat Home
(Sandy Rafols Spg 2007)

See Louisiana Texas Pennsylvania Tennessee Then California Hawaii
(Amy Schumacher Spring 2009)

Senators Lie To People To Take Careers Higher.
(Allison Huerta Spring 2006)
Send Larry The Prince To Take Crissy Home
(Beverly Ehlebracht Spg 2011)

Send Love To Papa Tonight To Call Home
(Lauren Triemstra Spg 2010)

Senior Lecturers Talked Plants Terrifically To Cold Hikers
(Shital Baman Spg 2010)

Sensual Lovers Talk Pillow Talk To Carouse Him
(Mike Brunsting Spring 2006)

September Leaves Travel Past The Town’s Court House
(Laura Brand Spg 2010)

Sergeant Lieutenant Troops Private Together Teach Children Honor
(Susan Brewster Spg 2011)

Serena Likes To Play Tennis Together (with) Clinton & Hillary
(Maheswari Joseph Spring 2006)

Seriously, Let’s Talk. Please Take The Children Home.
(Jeanie Stevens Spring 2006)

Seven Leprechauns Trained Pegasus To Take Charms Home
(Dave Lykowski Spring 2012)

Seven Little Tigers Played Together To Catch Hyenas
(Kelly Kuntzendorf Spring 2013)

Seven Little Tots Played Their Trumpets Causing Headaches.
(Charles Herring Wir 2005)

Seven Loud Tacky Princes Talk Tactfully Carrying Handguns.
(Brandi Calvert Spring 2006)

Seven Lovely Team Players Teach Their Couch Happiness
(Krzysztof Pek 2011)

Several Ladies Took Parrots To The Chancellor’s House
(Anne Kleb Spring 2010)

Several Lawyers Took Part Touring The Court House.
(Bob Klatt Spring 2006)

Several Lazy Teachers Party Til They Can’t Hear.
(Patty Colognesi Spring 2012)

Several Little Trips Provided Tom The Complete House
(Ilene Briner Spg 2010)

Several Loathing Terrorists Put Their Terrible Candy Here
(Colleen Fennell Spg 2010)

Several Lunatics Took Peter To Torture & Coerce Him
(Mike Kardas Spg 2009)
Sex Linked Traits Probably Took Time Creating Humanity.  
(Janet Gerlesits Spring 2006)

Sexy Ladies Tease Please Try The Casino Hotel  
(Lee Hruby Spring 2012)

Sexy Latin Temptress Patty Tells Tom,” Come Here”  
(Brandi Calvert Spring 2006)

Shall Lucy Try Pedaling Toward Towering Climbing Hills  
(Kelly Conrad Spg 2007)

Sharon Likes To Playfully Take The Car Home  
(Shital Baman Spg 2010)

Sharon Looks Too Pretty, Try To Chase Her!!  
(Kirtikumar Shah Spg 2011)

Shaun Likes To Push The Toy Car Hard.  
(Jan Kozol Spring 2008)

Shawn Left The Party To Take Cathy Home  
(Maybelle Lozano Spring 2013)

Shawn Loves To Paint Turquoise Trains Coming Home  
(Luci Kerkemeyer Spring 2006)

She Laughed To Pass Time Towards Countless Hours  
(M.Tyanne Lumbreras Spring 2006)

She Learns To Puff The Top Couch High  
(Noralee Nelsen Spring 2006)

She Left The Parents, To Take Cat Home  
(Iwona Mazurek Spring 2013)

She Left The Party To Try Calling Home  
(Tracy Schuette Spring 2012)

She Left The Post To Try Coming Here  
(Ilene Briner Spg 2010)

She Liked To Put Toy Tanks Crossing Hawaii  
(Sue Ekkebus Spring 2013)

She Liked Two Pretty Tigers That Captured Her.  
(Jenny Cunningham 2013)

She Likes To Paint The Town Crimson Hot  
(Russell Mosier Spring 2013)

She Likes To Party, The(m) Troop(s) Can’t Handle.  
(Saldy Valdez Wtr. 2004)
She **Likes To Peel Tomatoes To Cook Ham**  
(Pavia Salazar Spg 2011)

She **Likes To Play Tennis To Catch Him.**  
(Phillis Albert Spg 2011)

She **Likes To Play Till Tom Comes Home**  
(Karen Doden Spg 2007)

She **Likes To Play Tricks To Cause Horror**  
(Susan Brewster Spg 2011)

She **Likes To Play; Try To Catch Her.**  

She **Likes To Pretend To Track Computer Hackers**  
(Karen Doden Spg 2007)

She **Likes To Put The Tattered Cat High**  
(Noralee Nelsen Spring 2006)

She **Loathes The People That Tirelessly Contradict Her.**  
(Krzysztof Kluzowski Spg 2007)

She **Looks To Professors To Tackle Challenging Homework**  
(Kelly Kuntzendorf Spring 2013)

She **Looks Too Pale Try To Carry Her**  
(Maybelle Lozano Spring 2013)

She **Looks Too Plump, Try To Carry Her.**  
(Lee McComb Spring 2013)

She **Looks Too Pretty, Try To Catch Her**  

She **Looks Too Pretty To Try Catching Her**  
(Lorraine Pickett Spring 2012)

She **Lost The Pan To The Capital Ham**  
(Ilene Briner Spg 2010)

She **Lost The Phone That Totally Called Home.**  
(Jennifer Seebock Spring 2006)

She **Loved The Prince That Tried Choking Her**  
(Steve Kalinowski Spg 2007 & Daly Cholemkery Spg 2011)
She Loved This Prince That Tried Choking Her
(Brian DiBasilio Spring 2010)

Sheela Looks Too Pretty Try To Catch Her.
(Rupal Patel Spring 2013)

Sheila Listens To People That Talk Crap Heap
(Noralee Nelsen Spring 2006)

Shelby Lynn Tried Pulling The Tall Crazy Horse
(Tracy Schuette Spring 2012)

Sherpas Leave Their Perfect Tents To Climb Hills
(Matt O’Neill Spring 2013)

Sherry’s Little Turtle Patiently Tries To Catch Hares
(Kelly Conrad Spg 2007)

Shining Light Twinkle Pretty Time To Celebrate Happiness
(Noka Zadi Spring 2010)

Shiny Little Tuna Play The Tiny Coral Horn
(Rafael Saura Spring 2012)

Ships Leave The Piers To The Chicago Harbor
(Matt O’Neill Spring 2013)

Shirley Left Two Pizzas To Take To Charlie’s House
(Deb Flemming Spg 2006)

Shivering Lips Turn Purple To The Cold Human
(Noka Zadi Spring 2010)

Short Lamas Tip-toe Past Tall Trees Coming Home
(Tami Wieringa Spg 2010)

Short Legged Tall People Tend To Chase Heights
(Cassie Matz Spring 2006)

Should Larry Tell Pete That Tina Can Hum
(Kelly Conrad Spg 2007)

Short Larry Timmons Punched Tony Taylor Chin High
(Amy Schumacher Spring 2009)

Short, Little Troublemaker, Played Tremendous Touchdown, Crowd Heartening
(Krzysztof Pek 2011)

Short Little Turtles Push Tricycles Towards Country Houses
(Megan Homerding Spring 2012)
**Show Louie The Pink Turtle That Can Hula**  
(Carie Wright Spg 2008)

**Showers Lightning Thunder Puddles Trailing Toward Churning Hailstorms**  
(Kelly Conrad Spg 2007)

**Sick Ladies Take Pills Trying To Control Headaches**  
(Danielle Claypool Spg 2009)

**Silently Leo Tiptoed Pass The Three Crazy Housewives.**  
(Jenny Cunningham 2013)

**Silly Lies Trick People To Take Crazy Hazards**  
(Kim Ahlgrim Spg 2009)

**Silly Lilly Tickled Peter To Turn Charlie’s Head**  
(Lee Hruby Spring 2012)

**Silly Lily Took Pinky To The Cinema Hall**  
(Sampada Thatte Spring 2012)

**Silly Lions Take Pillows To Their Cave Homes**  
(Shelia Voyles Spg 2010)

**Silly Lisa Tries Picking Tasty Tangerines Causing Heartburn**  
(Monica Freeman Spg 2008)

**Silly Little Terrier Puppy Trips Tumbles Chasing Hamster**  
(Giedre Nastaskin Spring 2012)

**Silly Little Tiny Pig Time To Crawl Home**  
(Mike Brunsting Spring 2006)

**Silly Little Toddlers Play Tickle To Cuddle Happily**  
(Patty Colognesi Spring 2012)

**Silly Little Tomboy Polly Took The Cat Home**  
(Yang Liu Spring 2012)

**Silly Little Toy Pistols Tend To Create Havoc**  
(Liz Dillmann Spring 2012)

**Silly Little Trolls Play Twister Telling Chinese Hymns**  
(Brandi Calvert Spring 2006)

**Silly Lizzy Took Pets To The Church Happily**  
(Christine Borchardt Spg 2011)

**Silly Lovers Try Positions, That They Can’t Handle**  
(Lori Wojnarowski Wtr. 2004)
Silly Lucy Times People Tip-toeing Through Coals Heat
(Tom Zeiss Spg 2009)

Silly Lucy Tries Poking Tom To Capitulate Him
(Kasia Wesolowski Spg 2011)

Silly Luis Takes Physical Therapy on Tuesdays, Can Henry?
(Luci Kerkemeyer Spring 2006)

Silver Lighted Tree Pretty Tinsel Top Christmas Holiday
(Shelia Voyles Spg 2010)

Simple Little Tricks Provide Triggers To Create Help.
(Claudia Rodriguez Spring 2008)

Simple Luther Told Physical Trainer To Call House
(Philia Albert Spg 2011)

Simply Learn The Parts That The Carpus Has
(Daly Cholemkery Spg 2011)

Simply Leave The Pisiform To The Carpal Haters.
(Cathy McMillan Wtr. 2003)

Simply Learn The Parts That The Car Has
(Kirtikumar Shah Spg 2011)

Simply Learn The Parts That The Carpals Have
(Dana Bukala Spring 2012)

Simply Learn The Parts That The Carpus Has
(Ramune “Daisy” Rasciuviene Spring 2009)

Simply Learn The Pieces That The Carpal Has
(Hilda M. Villalobos Spring 2013)

Simply Learn The Plays That The Coach Has.
(Justin Suico Spring 2013)

Simply Learn The Positions That The Carpals Have.
(Lee McComb Spring 2013)

Since Later Times Past Terrified Trees Caterpillars Harvest
(James Dawson Spg 2009)

Since Lindsay Teaches Preschool Tots Think Clever Hoaxes
(Christina Dutler Spg 2010)

Since Losing The Puppy Tina Turner Cries Hard
(Danielle White Spg 2009)
Sing Like The People Talking Together Can’t Hear
(Lauren Triemstra Spg 2010)

Singing Ladies Take Pride Touting Their Challenging Hymns
(Kathleen Heinz Spg 2011)

Single Ladies Take Purse Toting To Crazy Heights
(Marwin S. Taba Spg 2010)

Single Ladies Talk Pretty To Their Classy Honeys
(Angie Mazey-Noesen Spg 2007)

Sing Love The Physical Therapist Then Clap Hands
(Shelia Voyles Spg 2010)

Singing Laughing To Pass The Time Can’t Hide
(M.Tyanne Lumbreras Spring 2006)

Sip Lemon Tea Prior Tylenol To Cease Headaches.
(Kristina Balniute Spring 2013)

Sir Lawrence Talks Piously To The Crowd Hourly
(Meg Fensholt Spg 2010)

Sister Laura Took Pie To The County Hall
(Kritikumar Shah Spg 2011)

Sister Leticia Takes Pie To The Children’s Home
(Jackie Slater Spg 2010)

Sister Lily Took Pie To Tom Cruise’s Home
(Dipa Patel Spg 2011)

Sister Louise Tried Preaching To The Church Hippies
(Meg Fensholt Spg 2010)

Sisters Love To Prank Tricks They Can’t Handle
(Hilda M. Villalobos Spring 2013)

Six Little Tiny People Thought They Could Hide
(Tammie Oliver Spg 2011)

Sleep Little Tiny Puppy Then The Cats Happy
(Shelia Voyles Spg 2010)

Sleepiness Leads To Pathology That Terribly Changes Humans
(Radoslaw Janczylo Spring 2013)

Slim Lawman Texas Pete Ticketed Trucks, Cars, Horses
(Mike Walters Spg 2011)
Slimy Little Toads Put Their Tadpoles Conspicuously High
(Amy Schumacher Spring 2009)

Slippery Little Tuna Push Through Turbulent Cold H2O
(Rafael Saura Spring 2012)

Slow, Lane, To, Preston, Tom, Thumb, Can, Hum
(Valeria Molina Spg 2008)

Slow Little Turtles Poop Tiny Turds Catching Horseflies
(Shelia Voyles Spg 2010)

Slow Luke Tastes Pop Tarts To Chew Healthy
Monica Freeman Spg 2008

Slowly Loosen The Pot Top To Catch Heat
(Russell Mosier Spring 2013)

Slowly Lower The Pino Through The Cellar Hatch
(Dana Bukala Spring 2012)

Slumbering Lions Take Pride To Tackle Crazy Hippos
(John Bakouris Spring 2012)

Sly Lions Take Pride To Trick Curious Humans
(Susan Aliss Spg 2009)

Small Lazy Tropical Platypus Took Time Counting Hats
(Agata Bielowka Spg 2011)

Smart Ladies Talk Politely To Teach Children Happiness
(Colleen Fennell Spg 2010)

Smart Liberals Think Priests Tickle The Church Help
(Mary Kay Holmes Spring 2006)

Smart Lords Travel Past The Town Called Horridville
(Christine Borchardt Spg 2011)

Smile Laugh Tickling People That Teach Children Happily
(Nancy Bingen Spring 2012)

Smooth Lakes Turn Pebbles To Trinkets Caught Happily
(Tami Wieringa Spg 2010)

Snails Like To Pretend That They Can Hurry
(Sarah Fleet Spg 2010)

Snails Lose To Puppies Therefore They Cry Harder
(Christina Dutler Spg 2010)

Snake Loose Take People To The Cathedral Hurry
(Alyssa Masterson Spring 2012)
Snakes Like Tasting Prey That They Chew Hungrily
(Patty Colognesi Spring 2012)

Snails Love The Pudding That The Cat Had.
(Jennifer Seebock Spring 2006)

Snappy Little Terriers Pierce Their Teeth Chomping Hard
(Dave Lykowski Spring 2012)

Sneaky Little Turtles Prefer Tormenting Tough Crab’s Homes
(Laura Brand Spg 2010)

Snotty Little Tots Pinch Their Teachers’ Classroom Helpers
(Kathleen Heinz Spg 2011)

Snow Lightly Trails Past The Towering Clouds Home
(Dave Lykowski Spring 2012)

Snow Likely Today Please Take Tuesday Cancellation Hooray
(Beverly Ehlebracht Spg 2011)

Snowfall Likes To Pile To Top Curvy Hills
(Kathleen Heinz Spg 2011)

So Last Tuesday Paul Took Taylor Car Hopping
(Kelly Kuntzendorf Spring 2013)

So Lazy They Put The Tuna Can Here
(Russell Mosier Spring 2013)

So Let The Parrot Talk To Charley’s Horse
(Tracey Schuette Spring 2012)

So Let Those People Talk To Captain Hook
(Kaitlin Barker Spring 2013)

So Little The Practice To Treat Crushed Hearts
(Susan Alliss Spg 2009)

So Little Time People Take To Create Happiness.
(Cathy McMillan Wtr. 2003)

So Little Time Prior To Traveling Common Highways
(Kim Ahlgrim Spg 2009)

So Little Time Pushes The Ticker Coronary Heart
(Charles Herring Wtr 2005)

So Little Time Put Towards Tackling Complicated Homework
(Cheryl Barnett Spg 2007)
So Long To Paradise Till Toil Causes Happiness
(Kim Ahlgrim Spg 2009)

So Long To Philanthropists That Take Charity Home
(Hope Semper Spg 2009)

So Long To Pinky / The Thumb Comes Here.
(Elena Petrova Spring 2008)

So Long To Part, The Toes Came Home.
(Jan Kozol Spring 2008)

So Lucky To Please The Terrible Captain Harry.
(Philiss Albert Spg 2011)

Soap Lathers The Palms To Twinkling Clean Hygiene
(Susan Alliss Spg 2009)

Softball Let's The Pitcher Throw To Catcher's Hands
(Danielle White Spg 2009)

Soldiers, Like, To, Philander, Till, They, Come, Home
(Valeria Molina Spg 2008)

Solving Long Trigonometry Problems Totally Titillates Carpal-Tunnel Hysteria
(Erin Benedetti Wtr 2005)

Some Ladies Take Pills To Tame Crazy Hair
(Brittany Baaske Spg 2011)

Some Ladies Take Puppies To Their Cage Hourly
(Brittany Baaske Spg 2011)

Some Ladies Tell People That They Can't Help
(Danielle White Spg 2009)

Some Ladies Think, Past Turbulent Twenties Comes Harmony.
(Kristina Balmute Spring 2013)

Some Ladies Think Physical Therapy Terribly Causes Hurt
(Marwin S. Taba Spg 2010)

Some Ladies Think Pilates Teaches Them Constructive Habits
(Katie Capparelli Wtr 2005)

Some Large Thunder Push To The Cold Hush.
(Anna Werner Spring 2013)

Some Later Tests Proved To Truly Cure Headaches
(Cheryl Barnett Spg 2007)
Some Lateral Trigger Points Tracked To Causing Headaches
(Cheryl Barnett Spg 2007)

Some Latin Towns Prefer Their Taco Cheese Hot
(Sarah Fleet Spg 2010)

Some Laughing Turtles Pestered Tiny Turtles Cackling Happily
(Kaitlin Barker Spring 2013)

Some Lawyers Take Plaintiffs To The Court House
(Tom Weisensee Spring 2013)

Some Lawyers Try Practises That They Cannot Handle
(Dipa Patel Spg 2011)

Some Lazy Trepid People Tend To Clap Hands
(James Dawson Spg 2009)

Some Leaders Take Positions That They Can’t Handle
(Hilda M. Villalobos Spring 2013)

Some Leaders Teach People Teamwork That Can Help
(Dipa Patel Spg 2011)

Some Leaders Teach People To Take Care Homeless
(Yang Liu Spring 2012)

Some Leaders Think Politicians Talk To Change History
(Hope Semper Spg 2009)

Some Leaders Try Popularity That They Can’t Handle
(Krzysztof Pek 2011)

Some Lecturers Take Positions That They Can’t Handle
(Eric Erickson Spg 2008)

Some Lecturers, Test PT That Takes Crazy Hour
(Sandy Rafols Spg 2007)

Some Lecturers Try Phrases That They Can’t Handle
(Karen Lawver Spg 2011)

Some Left The Party To Take Carlos Home.
(Bob Klatt Spring 2006)

Some Legends Tell People That The Crusades [were] Helpful
(Erin Benedetti Wtr 2005)

Some Liars Try Pants. That They Cannot Hold.
(Abida Khandwala Wtr 2005)

Some Lifters Try Push-ups To Tighten, Cut, & Harden
(Mike Kardas Spg 2009)
Some Like The Picture That They Couldn’t Have  
(Eric Erickson Spg 2008)

Some Like Thinking Positively To Tolerate Current Happenings  
(Hope Semper Spg 2009)

Some Like To Party, Though They Can’t Hang.  
(Lori Wojnarowski Wtr. 2004)

Some Long To Party Toasting The Chicago Hooters  
(Cassie Matz Spring 2006)

Some Like To Pitch To The Catcher Hard  
(Cassie Matz Spring 2006)

Some Like To Place Toy Trains Crashing Haphazardly  
(Sue Ekkebus Spring 2013)

Some Like To Play Tag ‘Til Clowns Hop.  
(Sam Conners Wtr. 2003)

Some Like To Play Team Tournaments Challingly Hard  
(Kim Ahlgrim Spg 2009)

Some Like To Play Toe Touch Checkers Hourly  
(Monica Freeman Spg 2008)

Some Like To Prepare Tapas To Curb Hunger  
(Brianne Forrest Spring 2012)

Some Like To Pout Talking Toward Cubs History,  
(Allison Huerta Spring 2006)

Some Like To Practice Throwing The Coins High  
(Tammie Oliver Spg 2011)

Some Like To Pray To The Chosen Heroes  
(Angie Mazey-Noesen Spg 2007)

Some Like To Pretend That They Can Harmonize.  
(Charles Herring Wtr 2005)

Some Like To Punch The Time Clock Hourly  
(Liz Dillmann Spring 2012)

Some Like To Purchase Things They Can’t Have  
(Karen Doden Spg 2007)

Some Like To Put Ten Toes Casually Hooked  
(Sue Ekkebus Spring 2013)
Some Like Toasted Potatoes To Take Camping, Honestly. (Janet Gerlesits Spring 2006)

Some Like Tommy Plan To Take Cats Home (Beth Kasprowicz Spring 2012)

Some Liked To Play Table Tennis Coughing Hard (Sue Ekkebus Spring 2013)

Some Lions Take Precautions Therefore They Can Hunt (Lauren Rumney Spg 2010)

Some Little Things Possibly Turn To Crazy Horrors (Kaitlin Barker Spring 2013)

Some Little Tigers Pick To Taste Chunky Hippopotamus (Laura Brand Spg 2010)

Some Little Tigers Play Tough Through Crimson Horizons (Megan Homerding Spring 2012)

Some Little Tots Play Tinker Toys Choo-choo’s Horses (Megan Homerding Spring 2012)

Some Little Twerp Put The Turnip Cart Here. (Jeanie Stevens Spring 2006)

Some Lively Turkey Parked The Tractor Carefully Home (Carie Wright Spg 2008)

Some Lonesome Tramp Pretends To Treat Canaries Happily (Brian Tegtmeyer Spg 2009)

Some Long Time Passed Teacher To Complain Habitually (Kaitlin Barker Spring 2013)

Some Look Through Painted Telescopes To Clear Heads. (Claudia Rodriguez Spring 2008)

Some Look Tired Planning To Take Children Home (Shital Baman Spg 2010)

Some Losers Talk Pretty Tough Trash, Chicken Heads (Mike Brunsting Spring 2006)

Some Losers Try Pizza That They Can’t Handle (Eric Erickson Spg 2008)

Some Losers Tray Positions That They Can’t Handle (Ramune “Daisy” Rasciuviene Spring 2009)
Some Losers Try Possibilities That They Can’t Handle.
(Krzysztof Kluzowski Spg 2007)

Some Love Tasty Pizza To Take Carefully Home
(Amy Schumacher Spring 2009)

Some Love To Pirate Today’s Top Cinema Hits
(Nancy Bingen Spring 2012)

Some Lovely Tigers Poached Ten Tomatoes Cooked Hot
(Rafael Saura Spring 2012)

Some Lovers Try Parties That They Can’t Handle
(Maheswari Joseph Spring 2006)

Some Lovers Try Positions, That They Can’t Handle.

Some Lucid Tall People Try To Carry Hercules
(Alyssa Masterson Spring 2012)

Some Lucky Tourist Photographed Two Tigers Chasing Hyenas
(Jessica Bockelmann Spring 2012)

Some Lucky Tournament Players Took The Cup Home.
(Bob Klatt Spring 2006)

Some Lunatics Think People Tend To Cry Happily
(Pavia Salazar Spg 2011)

Some Lunges To Perish The Troublesome Cellulite.
(Claudia Rodriguez Spring 2008)

Some Lusty Teachers Preach To Their Chunky Hunkies
(Angie Mazey-Noesen Spg 2007)

Somebody Liked That Place That They Call Home.
(Phillis Albert Spg 2011)

Someone Laughs To Prove That They’re Confusing Hallucinations
(Colleen Fennell Spg 2010)

Someone Left Their Phone Talking To Corporate Headquarters
(Lauren Triemstra Spg 2010)

Someone Let The Pope Touch The Christians Heart
(Brian Tegtmeyer Spg 2009)
Someone Let Tom Pick Tulips That Carrie Hates.
(Jeanie Stevens Spring 2006)

Someone Loves Tiny Pieces Tightly Together Connecting Hearts
(Tom Zeiss Spg 2009)

Sometimes Lacy Tries Proper Toe Touch Capabilities Habitually
(Brian Tegtmeyer Spg 2009)

Sometimes Large Tigers Pack Tightly Together Crossing Hills
(Agata Bielowka Spg 2011)

Sometimes Larry The Professor Tells The Children Hello
(Danielle White Spg 2009)

Sometimes Life Tells People Time To Come Home
(Yang Liu Spring 2012)

Sometimes Love Tells People To Try Capture Heart
(Kasia Wesolowski Spg 2011)

Sometimes Lightning Thunder Puts Terror Throughout Christopher’s House
(Agata Bielowka Spg 2011)

Somewhere Lions Talk Politics Tenacious Tigers Can Hear
(James Dawson Spg 2009)

Song Lyrics Tell People Twisted Truths Concerning Horses
(Tom Weisensee Spring 2013)

Sonia Likes To Punch Tommy, Timmy, Charlie Hernandez
(Monica Freeman Spg 2008)

Sonny Liston Takes Punches That Totally Could Hurt
(Hope Semper Spg 2009)

Sonny Looks To Pass Ten Thousand Counterfeit Hundreds
(Emmanuel C. Sadural Spg 2009)

Sore Lats & Traps Produce Tenderness That Can Hurt
(Mike Kardas Spg 2009)

Sore Legs Torn Patella Together Truly Could Hurt
(Sampada Thatte Spring 2012)

Sore Losers Try Putting The Tough Competition Hindsight
(Russell Mosier Spring 2013)

Sorry, Leaving To Peoria To Try Catching Herpes
(Mike Walters Spg 2011)
Sosa *Lost The Possibility Towards The Cooperstown Hall*  
(Dave Lykowski Spring 2012)

Sounds Like Timid Pete Takes Time Cutting Hair 
(Mandy Myers Spg 2010)

Sour Lime Tart Pie Tastes Tangy Consumed Hot  
(Sampada Thatte Spring 2012)

Southern Ladies Try Peaches To Trick Cantankerous Husbands  
(John Bakouris Spring 2012)

Sox Losers Total Peons To True Cub Heroes  
(Emmanuel C. Sadural Spg 2009)

Sox Love To Play To Their Chicago Homers  
(Allison Huerta Spring 2006)

Sox Love To Pulverize Totally Trivial Cub Heathens  
(Emmanuel C. Sadural Spg 2009)

Spaghetti Linguini Tortellini Pasta Taste Tremendous Curbing Hunger  
(Christina Dutler Spg 2010)

Spanish Lovers Take Patron To The Casablanca Hotel  
(Jackie Slater Spg 2010)

Speak Gently To Put The Toddler Calmly Happy  
(Pavia Salazar Spg 2011)

Special Ladies Test Pastries That Taste Charmingly Handsome  
(Christine Borchardt Spg 2011)

Speech Language Teach People To Treat Common Habits  
(Pavia Salazar Spg 2011)

Speech Language Therapy, Physical Therapy- They Certainly Help  
(Lauren Rumney Spg 2010)

Speed Likes To Punch The Throttle Chasing Hemis  
(Mike Walters Spg 2011)

Speedy Lambs Track Pigs To The Chicken House  
(Meg Fensholt Spg 2010)

Spontaneous Laughter Transforms Person’s Temper To Cheerful Human  
(Agata Bielowka Spg 2011)

Sports Let Those Playing Them To Compete Hard.  
(Jeff Barten, Spring 2013)
Spotted Leopards Tried Pouncing Toward The Chattery Hyena
(Charles Herring Wtr 2005)

Sprained Ligament Therapist Prescribes To Try Cold Hydrotherapy
(Giedre Nastaskin Spring 2012)

St. Louis Tigers Play Together Touching Children’s Hearts
(Christina Dutler Spg 2010)

St. Louis To Pittsburgh Takes Time Chugging Hard
(John Bakouris Spring 2012)

Stan Loved Tina, Peter Thought Tina Cheated Him.
(Stephanie Parent Wtr. 2003)

Stan Lunged Toward Peggy To Take Chances Hastily.
(Jenny Cunningham 2013)

Star Lyrical Teams Perform Toe Touch Combinations Hourly
(Sarah Fleet Spg 2010)

Stars Light The Path To The Coastal Harbor
(Agata Bielowka Spg 2011)

Stars Light The Planet Tonight Turning Circles Hurriedly
(Laura Brand Spg 2010)

Stars Line The Path To The Celestial Heavens.
(Justin Suico Spring 2013)

Start Looking Towards Preparing The Tense Canvas Holder
(M.Tyanne Lumbreras Spring 2006)

Start Losing Those Pounds Then Try Catching Health
(Radoslaw Janczylo Spring 2013)

Startled Lobster Tried Pinching Tom’s Thumb Clipping Hard.
(Kristina Balniute Spring 2013)

Stacy Lowers Ted’s Pants Then Things Can Happen
(Dana Bukala Spring 2012)

Stay Loyal To Play Tactic, This Can Help
(Krzysztof Pek 2011)

Step Low To Practice Tip Toes Carefully Home
(Pavia Salazar Spg 2011)

Stephanie Loved Tims Pointer To Touch Cindys Head
(Anna Malska Spring 2006)
Stephanie Loves The Pineapple That The Coach Had.  
(Jennifer Seebock Spring 2006)

Stephen Left The Party To Take Cassie Home.  
(Justin Suico Spring 2013)

Steve Learned That Playing Table Tennis Creates Happiness  
(Laura Brand Spg 2010)

Steve Liked To Practice Toe Touches, Counting Hundreds.  
(Jeff Barten, Spring 2013)

Steve Likes The Pretty Teenagers Tits Cuddling Him  
(Beth Kasprowicz Spring 2012)

Steve Likes To Practice The Trumpet, Clarinet, Harmonica  
(Jackie Slater Spg 2010)

Steve Loves The Positions That Tina Can’t Handle  
(Steve Kalinowski Spg 2007)

Steve Loudly Told Pam To Take Charlie Home  
(Danielle Claypool Spg 2009)

Stewed Liver Typically Produces Tender Tasty Chopped Hash.  
(Janet Gerlesits Spring 2006)

Stitched Loafers Take Persistence To Try Crafting Hastily  
(Rafael Saura Spring 2012)

Stop Leaning To Peer Toward Tall Columns Here  
(Beverly Ehlebracht Spg 2011)

Stop Letting The Pig Tease The Chubby Hog  
(Mary Kay Holmes Spring 2006)

Stop Letting The Professor Touch The Cadaver’s Hand.  
(Lee McComb Spring 2013)

Stop Letting Those People Touch The Cadaver’s Hand  
(Daly Cholemkery Spg 2011, Alyssa Masterson Spring 2012 & Rupal Patel Spring 2013)

Stop Letting Thirsty People Think That Cola Helps  
(Carie Wright Spg 2008)

Stop Letting Those People To Take Cash Hastily  
(Mike Petrovic Spg 2011)

Stop Letting The Professor Touch The Cadaver’s Hand  
(Dana Bukala Spring 2011)
Stop Letting Those People To Touch Cadaver’s Hand
(Iwona Mazurek Spring 2013)

Stop Letting Those People Touch The Cadaver’s Hand(s)

Stop Letting Those People To Touch Tom’s Cadaver's Hand.
(Brian DiBasilio Spring 2010)

Stop Loitering Through Picnic Table Tops Collecting Hats
(Tom Zeiss Spg 2009)

Stop Looking Towards Pams Twin Towers Chest Heaven
(Anna Malska Spring 2006)

Stop Losing Test Points Think That Choice Hard
(Hope Semper Spg 2009)

Stop Lying To People, Telling Truths Can’t Hurt.
(Jeff Barten, Spring 2013)

Storm Left Tired Pony Trembling Through Cold Hallway
(Philia Albert Spg 2011)

Strawberry Licorice Tempts People To Take Candy Helplessly
(Lauren Triemstra Spg 2010)

Stripper Love Takes People To The Crazy Horse
(Jennifer Bunag Spg 2007, Sandy Rafols Spg 2007)

Strippers Lure Tempted People To The Crazy Horse
(Dana Bukala Spring 2012)

Strong Little Tigers Prowl Together To Capture Hippos
(Brianna Forrest Spring 2012)

Students Learn To Play Touch Tones Clearly Heard
(Stephanie Beyer Spg 2011)

Student Learning To Play The Trumpet Causes Headaches
(Jessica Bockelmann Spring 2012)

Students Learn To Practice Therapeutic Touch Causes Heat
(Noka Zadi Spring 2010)

Students Leave Tests Prepared To Teach Communities Hope
(Lauren Rumney Spg 2010)

Students Like Taking Parties, To The Carlton Hotel.
(Ąbida Khandwala Wtr 2005)
Students Like Taking People To The Classy Hotel
(Brittany Baaske Spg 2011)

Students Like Taking Pictures To The Cathedral Hall
(Lorraine Pickett Spring 2012)

Students Like Taking Positions That They Can Handle.
(Phillip Albert Spg 2011)

Students Like Taking Projects To The Carelton Hotel.
(Rupal Patel Spring 2013)

Students Like The Periodic Table That Contains Hydrogen
(Tammie Oliver Spg 2011)

Students Like The Principal To Teach Chapters History
(Noka Zadi Spring 2010)

Students Like The Professor To Teach Chicago History
(Ramune “Daisy” Rasciuviene Spring 2009)

Students Like The Professor To Teach Complex Hypotheses

Students Like To Party Till Their Chucking Hunks
(Angie Mazey-Noesen Spg 2007)

Students Like To Pick Teachers That Can Help
(Karen Doden Spg 2007)

Students Like To Play The Trumpet Captain Hook
(Beverly Ehlebracht Spg 2011)

Students Like To Practice Teaching That They Can’t Handle
(Maheswari Joseph Spring 2006)

Students Listen To Prove The Teachers Can Help
(Susan Alliss Spg 2009)

Students Loathe The Puzzle That The Carpals Hold
(Matt O’Neill Spring 2013)

Students Love Taking Photos To The Clinton’s Home
(Shital Baman Spg 2010)

Students Love To Party Thru The Christmas Holiday
(Tammie Oliver Spg 2011)

Studying Late The Physical Therapy Terminology Causes Headache
(Giedre Nastaskin Spring 2012)
Stupid Lamebrain Teacher Pushed Tom To Carry Helicopters
(Anna Malska Spring 2006)

Stupid Larry Takes Penicillin To Treat Cavernous Herpes
(John Bakouris Spring 2012)

Stupid Larry Thinks Planets Touch The Cloudy Horizon
(Patty Colognesi Spring 2012)

Stupid Little Thieving People Think They Can Hide
(Sarah Fleet Spg 2010)

Stylists Love The Perfect Tints To Color Hair
(Matt O’Neill Spring 2013)

Succulent Lobster Tastes Poor To Those Chewing Hard
(Lee Hruby Spring 2012)

Such Large Tamales Probably Taste Totally Crappy, Huh?
(Jeanie Stevens Spring 2006)

Suds Like The Palmolive Type Touch Crusty Hands
(John Bakouris Spring 2012)

Sudden Laughter Taught Peter That The Comedy Helps
(Philia Albert Spg 2011)

Sue Leans To Pat The Terrible Cat Head
(Noralee Nelsen Spring 2006)

Sue Learned That Physical Therapy Takes Caring Hands
(Tom Weisensee Spring 2013)

Sue Leaves The Pop Top To Catch Henry
(Noralee Nelsen Spring 2006)

Sue Left The Party Then Took Cathy Home
(Eileen Garrigan Spg 2006)

Sue Let Tom Paul Take The Cab Home
(Tracy Schuette Spring 2012)

Sue Liked To Play Table Tennis Causing Harm
(Sue Ekkebus Spring 2013)

Sue Looks Too Playful, Try To Catch Her
(Iwona Mazurek Spring 2013)

Sue Looked To Pam, Then That Changed Her.
(Jenny Cunningham 2013)
Sue (and) Louis Took a Plane To Tampa, Clearly Hated!
(Luci Kerkemeyer Spring 2006)

Sugar, Lemon, Tall Pot Take Together Citrus Hot
(Kasia Wesolowski Spg 2011)

Summer Lollipops Turn Pink To Tickle Children Happy.
(Claudia Rodriguez Spring 2008)

Summer Lounging To Pass The Time Completely Happy
(Claudia Rodriguez Spring 2008)

Sun Lets The Plants To Thrive Covering Hills
(Giedre Nastaskin Spring 2012)

Sun Lightens The Porch Trellis Tender Clematis Hang
(Jessica Bockelmann Spring 2012)

Sun Likes To Peek Through The Clouds Hourly
(Tami Wieringa Spg 2010)

Sunday Loud Tall Players Take Top Crazy Hops
(James Dawson Spg 2009)

Sunday Lucky Thomas Performs The Theatrical Catholic Hoax
(Brian Tegtmeyer Spg 2009)

Sundays Lee Tracks Patients To The County Hospital
(M.Tyanne Lumberras Spring 2006)

Sundays Lisa Takes Poppa To The Chelsea House
(Anne Kleb Spring 2010)

Sunday’s Liturgy Taught Parishioners To Trust Christ Heartily.
(Kristina Balniute Spring 2013)

Sunny Loving Told Peter Thompson To Come Home
(Danielle Claypool Spg 2009)

Sunshine Leaves The People Thinking Thoughts Commonly Happy
(Susan Alliss Spg 2009)

Sunshine Lights The Path Through Trees Cascading Hues,
(Allison Huerta Spring 2006)

Super Large Temperamental Pandas Taxingly Tranquilize Charlton Heston
(Erin Benedetti Wtr 2005)

Super Laser Therapy Powers Through Tough Callus Hardening
(Rafael Saura Spring 2012)
Super Lisa Tried Pushing The Truck Candidly Home  
(Philia Albert Spg 2011)

Super Little Tricks Physical Therapy Teachers Create Happiness.  
(Suzi Russell Wtr 2003)

Super Lonely Truckers Pick Tramps To Cure Horniness  
(Angie Mazey-Noesen Spg 2007)

Super Long To Pinky, The Thumb Comes Here  
(Iwona Mazurek Spring 2013)

Super Lucy Teleports People To The Children's Hospital  
(Erin Benedetti Wtr 2005)

Super Lucy Tried Punching The Tiger Constantly Hard  
(Maheswari Joseph Spring 2006)

Superman Loves Trying Pies That The Chef Hecho (Spanish for “made”)  
(Eric Erickson Spg 2008)

Supine Lying The Patient Tries To Curl Hamstrings  
(Giedre Nastaskin Spring 2012)

Supplies Like Thermal Pouches Thaw Their Cold Hands  
(Yang Liu Spring 2012)

Surfing Locals Try Paddling Towards The Crazy Hawaiians  
(Marwin S. Taba Spg 2010)

Susan Likes Taking People To The Captain’s House  
(Jackie Slater Spg 2010)

Susan Likes The Pink Tai That Cady Has  
(Parna Mazumdar Spring 2013)

Susan Likes To Plant Tulips, Tigerlilys, Carnations, Hydrangeas.  
(Jan Kozol Spring 2008)

Susan Likes To Play, Try To Catch Her  
(Iwona Mazurek Spring 2013)

Susan Loves To Participate Towards The Community Hospital  
(Luci Kerkemeyer Spring 2006)

Susan Loves To Plan Trip To City Hall  
(Ramune “Daisy” Ras ciuviene Spring 2009)

Susan Loves To Point To The Curved Hunchback  
(Mary Kay Holmes Spg 2006)
Susan Likes To Ponder Things That Confuse Her
(Lauren Brozyna Spg 2010)

Susan Loves The Parrot That Tells Comedy Humor
(Yang Liu Spring 2012)

Susan Lucci Tried Previously To Tearfully Capture Honors
(Mike Walters Spg 2011)

Susan’s Little Tiny Pink Ticklish Toe Concerns Her.
(Krzysztof Kluzowski Spg 2007)

Sushi Lovers Take Pride Trying The Chilled Hamachi
(Marwin S. Taba Spg 2010)

Susie Laughed To Prolong Time That Could Hurt
(Kaitlin Barker Spring 2013)

Susie Lawrence Told Patty To Take Classes in Holland
(Luci Kerkemeyer Spring 2006)

Susie Left The Party To Take Carl Home.
(Jeanie Stevens Spring 2006)

Susie Licked The Popsicle That Teetered Coming Home
(Lauren Rumney Spg 2010)

Susie Likes To Play Tag To Catch Henry
(Regina Fabino Spg 2007)

Susie Likes To Play Tic Tac Catch Him
(Noka Zadi Spring 2010)

Susie Likes Tom’s Pants That Totally Catch Hair
(Regina Fabino Spg 2007)

Suzie Likes To Push The Toy Cart Hard
(Liz Dillmann Spring 2012)

Suzie Likes Two Physical Therapists To Coach Hockey
(Deb Flemming Spg 2006)

Suzie Loves To Practice The Trombone Carefully & Hourly
(Lauren Triemstra Spg 2010)

Suzy Likes Taking Puppies To Tom’s House
(Dipa Patel Spg 2011)

Suzy Likes To Pat Tiny Tim’s Curly Hair
(Lee Hruby Spring 2012)
Suzy Lucy Tom Peep Through Time Counting Humans
(Tom Zeiss Spg 2009)

Sweet Lauren Tripped Post Therapy Then Caught Herself
(Lauren Rumney Spg 2010)

Sweet Lemon Tea Plus Tasty Toast Cannot Harm
(Sampada Thatte Spring 2012)

Sweet Lucy Takes Peter To The Circus House
(Kelly Kuntzendorf Spring 2013)

Swimmers Like To Physically Test Their Coaches Hypotheses
(Liz Dillmann Spring 2012)

Swingers Love To Party. Tramps Touch Cute Hunks
(Janet Abramic Spg 2007)

Sylvia Left The Party To Take Chester Home
(Anne Kleb Spring 2010)

__________________________________________________________

Clever

SaLuTe PoTaTo CHips.
(Anna Werner Spring 2013)

Backwards (Retired)

Harriet Called Tina To Pick The Last Strawberry.
(Monica Mindak Wtr. 2003)

Susie Loudly Told Paul, Take That Cat Home
(Cheryl Barnett Spg 2007)

Start at the hamate and going clockwise if looking at your left hand. (Retired)

Happy Children Try To Squeal Like Tiny Piglets.
(Greg Meyer Wtr. 2004)

Midcarpal (Retired)
(Scaphoid, Lunate, Triquetrum & Pisiform)

(The) Scaffold Looms Trickily Pirouetteing (gracefully)
Scary Larry Trucks (to) Pennsylvania
(Laurie Kapsalis Wtr. 2004)
Carpometacarpal (Retired)
(Trapezium, Trapezoid, Capitate & Hamate)

Trapping Tricky Captain Hook
Two Tone Colors Harmonize
(Laurie Kapsalis Wtr. 2004)